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The novel severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
coronavirus caused severe disease and heavy economic
losses before apparently coming under complete control.
Our understanding of the forces driving seasonal
disappearance and recurrence of infectious diseases
remains fragmentary, thus limiting any predictions about
whether, or when, SARS will recur. It is true that most
established respiratory pathogens of human beings recur in
wintertime, but a new appreciation for the high burden of
disease in tropical areas reinforces questions about
explanations resting solely on cold air or low humidity.
Seasonal variation in host physiology may also contribute.
Newly emergent zoonotic diseases such as ebola or
pandemic strains of influenza have recurred in unpredictable
patterns. Most established coronaviruses exhibit winter
seasonality, with a unique ability to establish persistent
infections in a minority of infected animals. Because SARS
coronavirus RNA can be detected in the stool of some
individuals for at least 9 weeks, recurrence of SARS from
persistently shedding human or animal reservoirs is
biologically plausible.

Lancet Infect Dis 2004; 4: 704–08

“Whoever wishes to investigate medicine properly should
proceed thus: in the first place to consider the seasons of the
year . . .” Hippocrates (circa 400 BC)

1 year after the devastating severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS) outbreak of 2003, reports of four
confirmed SARS cases in China’s Guangdong province
prompted widespread speculation that the disease was
making a seasonal resurgence. There was no epidemic
spread, however, and the source or sources of the 2004
viruses have not been definitively established. In one case,
the virus was identified as genetically related to animal
isolates.1 In the other cases, it is unclear whether the viruses
were descendants of the 2003 human isolates or different
lineages newly emergent from an animal reservoir.

The episode serves to illustrate one persisting mystery
surrounding the emergence and sudden disappearance of
the first major emerging infectious disease of the 21st
century. It also highlights how little is understood about the
underlying causes of annual variations in infectious diseases.
Nearly every important respiratory pathogen of human
beings exhibits distinct seasonal variations, yet after
hundreds of years of observing and documenting this
phenomenon modern science has only superficial
observations and largely untested theories about the

underlying causes. Is it the cold? Dry air? Crowding together
of people indoors in winter? Where do pathogens such as
influenza and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) go in the
summertime? Do they migrate across the equator and return
the following winter, or do they remain present at low levels
in human or animal populations until environmental or
host conditions are suitable for re-emergence? With the
spread of the SARS coronavirus halted, at least temporarily,
and the devastating impact of the spring 2003 emergence
still fresh in the minds of public-health authorities, an
understanding of respiratory virus seasonality and an ability
to predict how the novel coronavirus may act assumes
greater importance.

Most established respiratory pathogens are
seasonal
Most human respiratory pathogens exhibit an annual
increase in incidence each winter, although there are
variations in the timing of onset and magnitude of the
increases (figure 1). This is true for bacterial pathogens such
as the pneumococcus as well as for viruses transmitted by
respiratory routes, such as rubella and influenza. 

Influenza incidence peaks between November and April
in northern temperate latitudes, with the seasonal increase
coming between May and September in the southern
hemisphere. Nearer the equator, it is commonly reported
that influenza can occur year-round, but regular annual
variation has nonetheless been documented in tropical areas
such as Hong Kong, and even Singapore at just 3 degrees
north latitude.5–7 In recent years it has also been recognised
that small influenza outbreaks can occur in temperate
latitudes during the summertime, although the effect of such
outbreaks has been limited and generalised spread has not
resulted.8–11 The explanation for the lack of spread in the
summer remains elusive.

Experiments in the 1940s and 1950s are widely cited as
indicating that influenza virus is more stable in cool, dry
air.12,13 Later experiments indicated that this explanation
might be insufficient, because when temperature and
humidity were kept constant in a controlled laboratory
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setting, mice were still substantially more susceptible to
influenza infection in winter than in summer.14 Many
features of influenza seasonality are not satisfactorily
addressed by explanations that rest on cold temperature or
low humidity. For example, recent comprehensive
influenza studies from Hong Kong have documented a
burden of disease that is as high or higher than in the USA,
despite the fact that Hong Kong is nearly always more
warm and more humid.7 In addition, marked annual
variations in incidence persist, even in areas where many
spend summers in air-conditioned spaces, and similar
strains of virus appear almost simultaneously across vast
stretches of oceans in areas of similar latitude around the
globe.15,16 This latter feature has been particularly difficult
to explain, leading some authorities to throw up their
hands, and at least one investigator to propose the trans-
Pacific migration of aerosolised virus on high-altitude
trade winds.15,17,18

RSV activity also peaks in the late
autumn, winter, or early spring in
temperate latitudes, with the period of
maximum activity often distinct from
that of influenza.19 A recent
comprehensive review of global RSV
seasonal distributions identified
consistent annual variation in
incidence in tropical and temperate
latitudes alike, with onset of activity
occurring earlier in areas nearer to the
equator, and moving from south to
north during October through to April
in North America, and north to south
during July through to September in
South America.20 The spread of the
epidemic does not seem to be
associated with the spread of the virus,
since outbreaks of genetically similar
strains appear simultaneously at
similar latitudes across different
continents. Recent findings of patients
with chronic airways disease who were
PCR-positive in all seasons have raised
the novel possibility that RSV
establishes a state of low-level presence
in the population, emerging in
epidemic form when conditions are
right.21 Such a mechanism for seasonal
recurrence is not widely accepted for
human RSV disease, but there is some
evidence from the annual re-
emergence of bovine RSV in closed
cattle herds that chronic low-level
infections might be responsible for the
persistence of the viruses in these
herds through the off-season.22,23

Conditions promoting the annual re-
emergence of RSV might include
climatic conditions, behaviour
changes such as crowding, a

susceptible birth cohort, or a seasonal physiological increase
in host susceptibility.20,21

A recent hypothesis proposes that the seasonal variation
in many infectious diseases may result from variation in the
susceptibility of the animal or human host.24 Under
laboratory conditions, mice exhibit clear circadian rhythms
in susceptibility to invasive pneumococcal disease (higher in
the early morning hours than any other time of day).25 This
biological variation in susceptibility seems also to be true
for circumannual rhythms, such as the increased
susceptibility to influenza in winter despite controlled
temperature and humidity.14 The underlying physiological
changes governing the seasonal variation in susceptibility
have become an intensive area for research among
experimental biologists,26,27 but have received less attention
from medical researchers. It remains to be seen whether
SARS will prompt further investigations by highlighting the
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Figure 1. Seasonal patterns of three established human respiratory pathogens: percentage of
specimens testing positive for influenza viruses among specimens tested by WHO and US National
Respiratory and Enteric Virus Surveillance System collaborating laboratories,*month of peak
incidence; weekly rates of invasive pneumococcal disease in the USA, January 1996–December
1998; and annual cycle of rubella activity, 1963–1969. Adapted from references 2–4.
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importance of an improved understanding of this area of
medical research.

Newly emergent pathogens are unpredictable
The SARS coronavirus may have emerged from animal
reservoirs to affect human beings as incidental hosts, and
may therefore exhibit patterns of recurrence that are difficult
to predict. In a similar example, the ebolavirus emerged
from a presumed but still unidentified animal reservoir to
cause large outbreaks in Zaire and Sudan in 1976 and then
largely disappeared until its recurrence 18 years later (figure
2).30 The irregular pattern of ebola recurrence since that time
indicates that if SARS behaves like a newly emergent
zoonotic pathogen it may be difficult to predict when, or if,
it will re-emerge. 

Influenza behaves both as an established human
respiratory pathogen, with predictable seasonal
recurrences,31,32 and periodically as a newly emergent
zoonotic disease, when shifted strains emerge from
reassortment of avian or other animal influenza viruses to

cause pandemics.31 Under the latter circumstance,
seasonality is not predictable. The 1918 pandemic swept
around the globe without regard to season, and planning for
the 1957 pandemic in the USA was severely disrupted when
the virus spread months earlier than predicted.15

In a recent example of newly emergent pathogens
violating seasonal predictions, the first southern hemisphere
occurrence of echovirus type 33, typically a summertime
enteroviral infection, occurred in New Zealand during the
winter of 2000.33 Illness was unusually severe, the novel
seasonal pattern was puzzling, and it remains difficult to
predict if or when cases will recur.

Animal coronaviruses are often seasonal and
can establish persistence
A great deal is known about a range of animal coronaviruses,
and this understanding may provide some insights into the
possible future behaviour of the newest coronavirus. Many
of these coronaviruses do exhibit a distinct seasonal pattern
of incidence in their natural hosts. This is true for the bovine
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Figure 2. Seasonal patterns of two presumed zoonotic pathogens: recognised outbreaks of ebola, 1976–2003; and recognised outbreak of the SARS
coronavirus. Compiled from references 28, 29.
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coronavirus associated with winter dysentery of calves,34,35 as
well as for the feline infectious peritonitis virus and others.36

The two previously described human coronaviruses (229E
and OC43) both show distinct winter seasonality.37

The forces underlying these seasonal patterns are not
well understood, but a common feature of most
coronaviruses is their ability to establish long-term
persistence in a subset of infected animals. For example,
most cats recover from their feline influenza virus (FEIV)
infection and stop shedding virus, but a minority are
persistently infected, shedding virus in their stools for up to
7 years or more, and it is these animals that are the
continuing source for FEIV outbreaks in catteries.36,38

Symptomless and intermittent shedding of porcine
coronavirus was documented on 24 occasions over a period
of 18 months in one sow, and virulence of the shed virus was
documented by the ability to infect 3-day-old piglets.39

Human coronaviruses may also establish persistent
infections in vitro.40 Persistence of these RNA viruses
involves changes in both virus and host cell, but evidence
points to features of the host immune response to the initial
infection that determines whether the animal will become a
persistent shedder or will eradicate the infection.38,40

It is plausible that the infection of animal SARS
coronavirus in its natural host, be it palm civets or other
animals yet to be identified, also assumes seasonality in
such a way that it might increase the likelihood of animal-
to-human transmission in the winter season. In January
2004, after the first two cases of SARS were reported in
Guangdong, the Chinese government banned trading and
farming of all civets in Guangdong province as soon as it
was noted that civets shed high titres (109) of virus.
Decision making for such a policy clearly included
considerations for the impending winter high season of
SARS virus activity. 

Will SARS recur?
The observation that some patients shed detectable SARS
viral RNA in their stools for at least 9 weeks after recovery is
entirely consistent with what would be predicted based on
the behaviour of other animal coronaviruses.41,42 There is
ample evidence that immune suppression may induce the
persistence or recurrence of herpes viruses and other viral
infections, and the high dosages of corticosteroids given to
some of the SARS patients in the above studies may have
artificially prolonged the shedding of viral RNA.

Nevertheless, if SARS has established persistent infections in
a minority of those exposed during the 2003 outbreak, it
may be that SARS will follow the model of other human
respiratory pathogens and animal coronaviruses and re-
emerge at a later time. Critical questions about what would
prompt the re-emergence (weather, host susceptibility, host
behaviour, virus factors) remain unanswered. 

With a single year of experience with SARS and great
uncertainties about its origins and previous seasonal
patterns, it is very difficult to predict whether it will recur,
and preparations for its recurrence are hampered. Will it
emerge from an animal reservoir, will it break out from a
research laboratory, or will it spread silently from
persistently infected people and resume its global spread? Or
will it eventually behave like many other seasonal respiratory
viruses and emerge simultaneously, inexplicably, in bands of
latitude around the globe at essentially the same time and in
essentially the same format as it took when it went quietly
into hibernation several months earlier?

Uncertainties about the seasonal recurrence of SARS are
more than academic questions about the mechanisms
underlying basic patterns of epidemiology. With the
estimated economic impact of the first few months of SARS
ranging from US$10 billion to 100 billion, and the
accumulation of more than 8000 human cases and more
than 700 deaths, the consequences of our ignorance
regarding the seasonality of infectious diseases are glaringly
apparent.43,44 Major vaccine manufacturers lack persuasive
information on predicted incidence to guide the enormous
investments that would be required to rapidly develop a
vaccine and make it available, and pharmaceutical
companies, uncertain if a market for a new product will exist
may delay developing antiviral drugs effective against
coronaviruses.

It seems likely that SARS has not disappeared from the
face of the earth forever, and biologically plausible that it will
emerge again, perhaps when the changing seasons induce the
physiological changes in its natural or incidental host that
are necessary for epidemic spread to occur. Meanwhile, it is
time for a critical examination of the state of knowledge on
seasonality of infectious diseases and to give this ancient
epidemiological phenomenon the modern attention it
deserves.
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